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The Boone Formation in northwest Arkansas and southwestern Missouri exposes a nearly 
complete sequence of Lower Mississippian chert-bearing carbonates deposited by a single 3
rd
 
order transgression and regression.  An abundant amount of chert that has replaced limestone 
highlights the Boone, but little is understood about the timing and development of chert in Lower 
Mississippian carbonates.  Interpretation of the diagenetic history of the chert, in particular 
tripolite, has significant implications beyond the outcrop.  Determining the origin, timing, and 
extent of tripolitic chert in the Lower Mississippian System improves reservoir characterization 
in subsurface petroleum reservoirs in the mid-continent that are laterally equivalent to the Boone 
Formation.  The Boone exposures are used as analogs for subsurface carbonate intervals in the 
Mississippi Lime Play.  Results from Petrographic, SEM, EDX, and carbonate weight percent 
analyses have determined the stratigraphic extent of tripolitization in the Lower Mississippian 
carbonate succession, as well the controls on tripolite formation.  The interpretation that tripolitic 
chert occurs as a result of a leaching by groundwater and the presence of carbonate controls the 
development of tripolitic chert can be used to locate highly porous tripolitic chert in analogous 
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The Lower Mississippian (Osagean) Boone Formation is defined as a succession of chert-
bearing limestones deposited by third order transgression-regression in a carbonate ramp setting.  
The Boone carbonate succession, which exceeds thicknesses of 300 feet, is exposed in the tri-
state region of Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma forming the Springfield Plateau.  In northwest 
Arkansas and southwest Missouri, Boone outcrops contain up to 60-70% chert, which occur as 
penecontemporaneous, later diagenetic, or tripolitic chert.  Although the ample chert content is 
easily recognized in the Lower Mississippian (Osagean) Boone Formation, certain occurrences 
of chert, in particular tripolitic chert, are not fully understood.  The occurrence of tripolitic chert 
in the Boone Formation is enigmatic based on the variety of models proposed for the source of 
chertification, mode of occurrence, and diagenetic history.  Several models have been proposed 
to explain the origin of tripolitic chert, but these hypotheses conflict with one another or lack 
evidence necessary to completely resolve the problem.   
The Boone Formation and its lateral Osagean equivalents in the Springfield Plateau dip to 
the west toward adjacent Oklahoma and Kansas, where they exist as subsurface reservoir 
intervals for the Mississippi Lime Play.  Historically, wells in the Mississippi Lime Play have 
targeted shallow intervals within the limestone reservoir, where potential reservoir quality 
lithologies are thin, restricted, and compartmentalized.  Production from the Lower Mississippian 
carbonate system appears to favor stratigraphic traps, or pinch outs, and tripolitic chert 
development.  As a result, the extensive Boone outcrops in Arkansas and Missouri are presented 





II. Study Location 
The nearly complete succession of Lower Mississippian carbonates is represented in a 
vertical sequence in large, benched road cuts along Highway 71 North in northwest Arkansas 
and southwestern Missouri.  These exposures provide the greatest composite thickness of the 
Boone Formation in the tri-state region.  Two primary outcrops of interest are located in 
Pineville, Missouri (Sections 3 & 9, T. 21 N., R. 31 W., McDonald County) and immediately 
south of  Bella Vista, Arkansas (N ½ , Section 18, T. 20 N., R. 31 W., Benton County).  The two 
outcrop localities are approximately 20 miles apart, with the Pineville locality only seven miles 
north of the Missouri state line (Figure 1).  Southeastern Kansas and northeastern Oklahoma also 
host limited Lower Mississippian outcrop exposures, but neither of these localities were 
examined in this study.  Numerous other exposures of the Boone and equivalent strata are cited 





Figure 1: Tri-state region of Oklahoma, Missouri, and Arkansas. Lower Mississippian carbonates 
(purple) form the Springfield Plateau (Bennison, 1986).  Outcrop localities in Pineville, Missouri 












III. Geologic Setting 
The geologic history of the tri-state region of Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Missouri is 
characteristic of a relatively stable, cratonic margin reflecting deposition by transgressive-
regressive, epeiric seas.  During the Mississippian Period, the southern mid-continent existed 
between 20° to 30º latitude in the southern hemisphere within the limestone belt (Blakey 2009; 
Figure 2).  Widespread carbonate deposition occurred across a broad, shallow carbonate platform 
called the Burlington Shelf, which occupied a majority of the cratonic interior (Figure 3).  As a 
result, Lower Mississippian chert-bearing carbonates extend across the midcontinent from 
Illinois to Arizona and northward to Montana (Manger and Shelby, 2000).  Paleogeographic 
reconstructions depict a gently sloping ramp adjacent to the Burlington Shelf that connected 
outer shelf environments to the carbonate factory (Lane and DeKeyser, 1980).  The Burlington 
Shelf generated an extraordinary volume of carbonate detritus within effective wave base, and 
excess material was transported down ramp to the starved outer shelf in a lobate manner.  
Eventual progradation and aggradation of the Burlington Shelf created a thick section of 
Osagean lithologies in what is now Missouri and Arkansas, respectively.  The substantial amount 
of sediment supplied to the carbonate ramp created a sediment wedge that extended into the 
Arkoma Basin and Ouachita-Marathon trough.  As a result, the Boone Formation are the thickest 




Figure 2: Late Mississippian Paleogeography depicting shallow seas across much of the mid-
continent. Color Code: light blue = shallow water; dark blue = deep water; light gray = lowlands; 
dark gray = mountains; orange – suture zones; greenish with red dots = trenches and island arcs 





Figure 3: Osagean Paleogeography and distribution of lithofacies associated with the Burlington 
Shelf in the southern portion of the North American Craton (modified from Lane, 1982 and 
Thompson, 1986). Study Area outlined by red box. 
 
Extensive Lower Mississippian exposures exist in the tri-state region today, because of 
sporadic uplifting during the Late Paleozoic associated with the broad, asymmetric Ozark Dome.  
The Ozark Dome was not emergent during the time of Mississippian deposition, because there 
no major facies changes exist in the carbonate record surrounding the positive feature.  The 
overlying Paleozoic sedimentary section dips radially away from the core of the dome in 
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southeastern Missouri.  Three plateaus developed on the western and southern margins of the 
dome reflecting dips at less than 1º, or 19’, toward northern Arkansas and northeastern 
Oklahoma (Chinn and Konig, 1973).  Lower Mississippian outcrops in northern Arkansas and 
southwestern Missouri occupy the south and west flanks of the Ozark Dome, defined by an area 
known as the Springfield Plateau (Figure 4).  The Springfield Plateau exposes the Lower 
Mississippian carbonates except where Pleistocene weathering has developed a regolith mantle 




Figure 4: Geologic provinces of the tri-state region. Springfield Plateau shown flanking the south 
and west sides of the Ozark Dome dipping from southwestern Missouri into northwest Arkansas 






IV. Purpose and Scope 
Of the three types of chert observed in the Boone Formation, tripolitic chert is the most 
puzzling.  Although each type of chert is distinguished by its own unique color, texture, and 
density, the timing and controls on tripolitic chert development in the Boone Formation and 
equivalent intervals are not fully understood.  Thus, the purpose of this study is to improve the 
understanding of tripolitic chert within the Boone Formation as it applies to regional stratigraphy 
and reservoir characterization in the subsurface Mississippian Lime Play.  Tripolitic chert and 
later diagenetic chert samples from outcrops in Bella Vista, Arkansas and Pineville, Missouri 
were analyzed using petrographic thin sections, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy 
Dispersive X-ray (EDX), and a decalcitization technique.  Results of this study will provide 
improved insight on the characteristics and development of the tripolitic chert in the Lower 
Mississippian carbonate succession.  A better understanding of the controls for tripolite 
development helps pinpoint the timing of tripolitic chert generation and its exact position in the 
vertical sequence of limestones.   
The subsurface reservoir intervals within the Mississippi Lime Play in Oklahoma and 
Kansas occur within the analogous exposures of the Boone Formation in Arkansas and Missouri.   
Production appears to reflect stratigraphic traps as a result of local reservoir pinch outs and 
tripolitic chert development.  Proper economic exploitation of these highly heterogeneous, 
reservoir intervals requires understanding the development and timing of tripolitic chert.  Since 
the advent of unconventional drilling in the Mississippi Lime Play, most horizontal wells drilled 
in the Mississippi Lime Play targeted the first 150-200 feet of the carbonate reservoir (Dick 
2012; Figure 5).  Although chert can be up to 200 feet thick at the top of the Osagean in north-
central Oklahoma, the lateral extent of the chert reservoirs are not continuous (Rogers, 2001).  
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Wittman’s (2013) log study from wells in north-central Oklahoma determined that tripolitic chert 
may exhibit good porosity in some wells in the Mississippian Lime Play, but the regional 
distribution of that reservoir quality is unpredictable.   
 
 
Figure 5: Almost 60% of horizontal wells in the Mississippi Lime Play, indicated by red and blue 
dots, target the upper portion of the carbonate reservoir, where the estimated ultimate recovery 






V. Previous Investigations 
The Boone Formation has been described by numerous scientists since its identification 
in 1891 by Branner.  Since then, the unit has been subdivided and renamed a countless amount of 
times across the tri-state region from southeastern Kansas to Central Arkansas.  Primary research 
focus on the Boone Formation has been conducted by the following: 
General petrographic descriptions of the Boone Formation have been conducted by 
Branner (1891), Purdue and Miser (1916), Croneis (1930), and Frezon and Glick (1959).  Smith 
(1977) provided the first detailed description of the Boone by analyzing thins sections taken from 
three sections near Ponca, Newton County, Arkansas.  He described a crinozoan biosparite 
facies, a packed biomicrite facies, and shale facies.   
Tom Thompson (1970, 78) first described the fauna of the Boone interval in southern Missouri.  
His outcrop studies included extensive conodont biostratigraphy to help delineate individual 
Osagean units across the tri-state region.  
Van den Heuval (1979) conducted a petrographic study of the Boone carbonate and associated 
chert types.   
Jeff Liner (1980) took Van den Heuvel’s petrographic results and attached them to his own 
stratigraphic correlations made in northwest Arkansas and southwestern Missouri. 
Alicia Fallacaro and Dr. Walter Manger (2002) studied the regolith overlying the Boone 
Formation and determined a probable source for the abundant silica observed in the Boone.  
Insoluble residue collected from the regolith was analyzed for geochemical signatures, and ash 
like residue revealed a composition that resembled an igneous granitoid, or felsic magma. 
Daniel Smith (2008) also produced a study aimed at determining the source for silica producing 
the chert in the Boone Formation. 
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White, Mazzullo, and Boardman (2010) conducted research on the Osagean interval and 
tripolitic chert in northern Kansas and southern Oklahoma. 
Ben Johnson (2013) has researched the diagenesis and dolomitization in the Boone Formation. 
 
VI. Lithostratigraphy of the Boone Formation 
A. General Statement about Osagean Nomenclature 
The Boone Formation is the oldest, valid designation for the Osagean (Lower 
Mississippian) succession of chert-bearing limestone in the southern mid-continent.  Since the 
late nineteenth century, there have been numerous studies on the Boone interval, and many 
lithostratigraphic divisions and formation designations have been proposed for the Boone 
depending on the area of interest or locality.  In the northwest Arkansas, the Osagean chert-
bearing carbonates are designated the Boone Formation; however, the term Boone is only 
formally recognized in the lithostratigraphic nomenclature for Arkansas.  Despite its historical 
use in the literature, the Boone has been abandoned in the lithostratigraphic nomenclature of the 
adjacent states of Oklahoma and Missouri.  In Missouri, the Osagean chert-bearing interval 
equivalent to the Boone is subdivided into three units (in ascending order): Reeds Spring, Elsey, 
and Burlington-Keokuk Formations (Manger and Thompson, 1982, Figure 6).  Lithostratigraphic 
differentiation of these units relies on the appearance of penecontemporaneous and later 
diagenetic chert within a vertical sequence of crinoidal limestones and calcisiltites.  Each type of 
chert should maintain a consistent position in the vertical sequence in both Arkansas and 
Missouri, since the outcrops in Bella Vista and Pineville are only separated by 20 miles. 
However, the inability to recognize the Missourian subdivisions at any Arkansas localities has 
led to informal designations of lower and upper members of the Boone Formation.  The lower 
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and upper Boone are determined based on character of chert development in each interval.  
Although the outcrop localities in Bella Vista, Arkansas and Pineville, Missouri portray coeval, 
homotaxial sequences of chert-bearing limestone, the discrepancy in the stratigraphic 
nomenclature applied to the Osagean succession creates a hypothetical “state-line fault.” 
 
Figure 6: Designated Lower Mississippian stratigraphic nomenclatures for the tri-state region 
(from Manger and Thompson, 1982). 
 
B. Boone Definition and Type Section 
 The Osagean Boone Formation is defined as a succession of chert-bearing limestones 
within the Lower Mississippian system in the tri-state region of Oklahoma, Arkansas, and 
Missouri.  J.C. Banner (1891) named the Boone from an interval of limestone and chert in Boone 
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County of northern Arkansas, but he never proposed a type section for primary reference.  
Instead, the Boone interval found along a Highway 71 North roadcut immediately south of Bella 
Vista, Arkansas (N ½ , Section 18, T. 20 N., R. 31 W., Benton County) will serve as the 
reference section for this study. 
 
C. Boone Distribution and Thickness 
The Boone Formation and equivalent Osagean intervals cap the extensive Springfield 
Plateau and are exposed in outcrop in eastern Oklahoma, southern Missouri, and northern 
Arkansas.  In northwest Arkansas and southwestern Missouri, Boone outcrops form a thick east-
west trending belt which thins to the south and east.  This trend reflects a paleo-depositional 
environment like that of a carbonate ramp flanking the Ozark Dome to the south and west.  On 
average, the Boone Formation in the Springfield Plateau ranges from 100-300 feet in thickness.  
As a result of those variable thicknesses, complete surface exposures are not known to be 
accessible.  The Boone extends into the subsurface westward into Oklahoma, northward into 
western Missouri and eastern Kansas, and southward into the Arkoma Basin.  Typically, 
subsurface thicknesses exceed 300 feet in parts of Arkansas and Missouri, but in eastern 
Oklahoma subsurface thicknesses measure only about 100 feet (Van den Heuvel, 1979). 
 
D. Age and Correlation 
The alternating beds of limestone and chert comprising the Boone Formation are 
primarily Osagean aged.  The first descriptions for the Boone Formation (Purdue and Miser, 
1916; Croneis, 1930) include a succession (in ascending order) of chert-free limestone, cherty 
limestone, and bedded chert.  The base of the Osagean Series in Arkansas and Missouri is 
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described as a coarse, crinoidal limestone that is relatively free of chert.   This chert-free interval 
is designated the St. Joe Limestone, which spans the Kinderhookian-Osagean conformable 
boundary.  The St. Joe was first recognized by Hopkins (1893) as a member of the Boone 
Formation until Cline (1934) elevated the St. Joe to formation rank.  Consequently, the Boone 
Formation became defined as the chert-bearing limestone interval above the St. Joe.  In Missouri, 
the St. Joe Formation is not recognized in the nomenclature; instead, the equivalent 
Kinderhookian-Osagean interval is subdivided into four formations (in ascending order): 
Bachelor, Compton, Northview, and Pierson (Manger, 2012; Figure 7).   
The Boone Formation is unconformably overlain by Chesterian strata in the Springfield 
Plateau.  Depending on the locality, either the Hindsville Limestone or Batesville Sandstone 
overlies the Osagean carbonate succession.  The Chesterian Hindsville-Batesville interval 
contains a basal, chert conglomerate that is thought to be sourced from the underlying chert-





Figure 7: Lithostratigraphy associated with sequence stratigraphy for the Mississippian Period, 
Southern Ozark Region, Northern Arkansas (Manger, 2012). Osagean Series outlined in red. 
 
 
E. Lithologic Character 
 In northwest Arkansas and southwestern Missouri, the Boone Formation and equivalent 
Osagean intervals are comprised of finely crystalline, dark to medium grey calcisiltites.  The 
Osagean succession of limestones is composed mainly of carbonate mud-supported lithologies 
characterized by an abundance of discontinuous, nodular or anastomosing chert beds.  The chert 
bodies, which range from 1-18 inches in thickness in outcrop (Van den Heuvel, 1979), occur in 
three forms: penecontemporaneous, later diagenetic, and tripolitic chert.  Each type of chert is 
constrained to an individual interval within the Osagean vertical succession of limestones, and 
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those exclusive relationships help determine the lithostratigraphic divisions in both Arkansas and 
Missouri.  The definitions and descriptions of each chert type will be discussed later in the paper. 
 
1. Northwest Arkansas Nomenclature 
a. Boone Formation - Lower Member 
The bottom portion of the Boone Formation in northwest Arkansas is designated the 
lower member.  A combination of finely crystalline, medium-grey calcisiltites and carbonate 
mudstones dominates this interval within the Osagean succession.  The base of the Boone 
Formation marks the transition from the packestone facies to the wackestone facies at the St Joe-
Boone contact.  The wackestone facies in the lower Boone contains less than 10% grains 
supported by a matrix made primarily of microsparite (Van Den Heuvel, 1978).  A majority of 
the grains in the calcisiltites occur as silt-sized fossil fragments, which are generated from 
crinozoan stems and columnals (Shelby, 1986).  Crinozoan fragments are silt-sized due to 
abrasion and alteration from down ramp transport and carbonate dissolution (Liner, 1979).    
Brachiopod, bryozoan, and trilobite detritus are commonly found, but the interval lacks an 
assemblage of complete macrofauna.  In Bella Vista, Arkansas, outcrop exposures of the lower 
Boone lack bedding planes and other sedimentary structures that would be indicative of current 
flow. 
The lower Boone is characterized by the development of dark blue to black 
penecontemporaneous chert, which occupies approximately 45-65% of the interval (Van den 
Heuvel, 1979).  Penecontemporaneous chert appears as elongate nodules and anastomosing or 
discontinuous beds. A contemporaneous origin for chert interprets the direct precipitation of 
silica before the carbonate sediment was completely lithified.  This chert in the lower Boone 
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exhibits compaction phenomena with the enclosing limestone beds, as the limestone beds appear 
to be draped over and compacted around the chert nodules (Figure 8).  Consequently, the upper 




Figure 8: Black to dark blue, penecontemporaneous chert nodules with characteristic white 
calcitized rind in the lower member of the Boone Formation.  Fine grained, limestone beds 
exhibit scour and fill features and drape over the discontinuous chert beds (Paul Minor, 2013). 
 
b. Boone Formation - Upper Member 
The transition from lower member to upper member in the Boone Formation is 
recognized by the return of the grain-supported, packstone facies.  The packstone facies appear 
as thin to medium thick beds separated by even thinner, fine grained wackestone beds.  Bedding 
in the upper Boone is more persistent than in the lower Boone, but the correlation of individual 
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beds from outcrop to outcrop has not been demonstrated.  Low angle cross-stratification 
occasionally appears and burrowing is present subparallel to bedding.  The light to medium grey 
limestone of the upper Boone contains the same fossil allochems as the lower Boone, only the 
crinozoan fragments are more abundant and of larger size.  Sand to silt-sized crinozoan detritus 
randomly oriented and are cemented by microspar (Liner, 1979). 
The upper Boone contains up to 60-70% of later diagenetic chert (Van den Heuvel, 
1979).  The grey to white, later diagenetic chert tends to replace the limestone along former 
bedding planes, where the thin beds of fine grained wackestones separate thick beds of coarse 
grained packstones (Figure 9).  The end result is alternating beds of altered chert and limestone.  
The later diagenetic chert replicates the original fabric in the limestone sometimes leaving 
crinozoan detritus unaltered, and silicification fronts can still be observed.  Relative to the 






Figure 9: White beds of Later Diagenetic Chert replace fine grained, carbonate lithologies along 
bedding planes in the upper member of the Boone Formation (Paul Minor, 2013). 
 
 
The upper Boone also contains a zone of highly weathered later diagenetic chert and 
limestone, called tripolite.  Tripolitic chert forms a 50-60 foot thick zone consisting of highly 
leached later diagenetic chert and lenses of unsilicified limestone scattered throughout the 
interval (Figure 10).  The timing and origin of tripolitic chert interval is unknown.  The 
tripolitized zone occurs in the lower portion of the upper Boone above the lower Boone interval.  
In the outcrop in Bella Vista, Arkansas (Figure 11), tripolitic chert is overlain by 80-90 feet of 





Figure 10: Tripolitic chert of the upper member of the Boone Formation in Bella Vista, 
Arkansas.  Light colored lithology is tripolitic chert, and the dark grey lenses are coarse grained 
carbonates still remaining in the weathered interval (Manger, 2012). 
 
 
Figure 11: Author at roadcut in Bella Vista, Arkansas. View of the upper Boone comprised of 
alternating grain-dominated limestone and later diagenetic chert as a replacement.  Light colored 
interval at the bottom is highly weathered, tripolitic chert (Paul Minor, 2013). 
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2. B - Southwestern Missouri Nomenclature 
a. Reeds Spring Formation 
 The Reeds Spring Formation, which was originally referred to as the “Boone chert,” was 
named by R. C. Moore (1928) after his type locality south of Reeds Spring along the Missouri-
Pacific Railroad in Stone County, Missouri (N 1/2, NW 1/4, SW ¼, Section 31, T 24 N, R 22 W, 
Garber Quadrangle).  Moore proposed the Reeds Spring as a member of the Boone Formation in 
southern Missouri, until Cline (1934) described its fauna and upgraded the unit to formation 
rank.  Subsequently, the term “Boone” was suppressed as a synonym of “Osage” in Missouri.  
The Reeds Spring lies conformably between the Pierson Limestone and the overlying Elsey 
Formation, and it crops out from northeastern Oklahoma to Christian County, Missouri.  The unit 
averages less than 100 feet in thickness in Missouri and thickens to the south and west in excess 
of 200 feet (Thompson and Fellows, 1970).  The Reeds Spring Formation is not recognized in 
the stratigraphic nomenclature of Arkansas; instead, the Reeds Spring is referred to as the lower 
member of the Boone Formation, a lateral equivalent based on comparable lithological character 
and chert development. 
The dark-grey limestone of the Reeds Spring Formation consists of fine grained 
lithologies, like carbonate mudstones and calcisiltites.  Coarse lenses of crinozoan detritus occur 
at the base of the Reeds Spring directly above the Pierson Limestone, but few other macrofossils 
exist in the interval.  Nodules of dark, bluish-grey penecontemporaneous chert compose 
approximately 60-70% of the Reeds Spring interval (Thompson and Fellows, 1970).  The highly 
irregular, anastomosing beds of penecontemporaneous chert have serrated edges and are 
occasionally bedded.  The chert bodies exhibit fractures filled in with calcite or chalcedony, and 
they are distinctively rimmed by a rind of white or light-grey calcite due to carbonate 
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replacement.  At the Reeds Spring’s most northern extent in Stone, Christian, and Lawrence 
Counties of Missouri, the chert content decreases and coarser grained, carbonate lithologies 
become dominant (Thompson and Fellows, 1970).  Eventually, the Reeds Spring grades upward 
and laterally into the Elsey Formation (Figure 12). 
 
 
Figure 12:  Gradational transition of formations on the carbonate ramp along South to North 
transect in southern Missouri (Thompson, 1986).  Reeds Spring and Elsey Formations grade 
vertically and laterally into overlying formations marked by subtle changes in lithology and chert 
content.  This time transgressive sequence represents a coarsening upward sequence associated 
with 3
rd
-order transgression-regression on a stable, cratonic margin. 
 
The similarities shared between the Reeds Spring Formation and the lower Boone are 
readily observed in outcrops of Bella Vista, Arkansas and Pineville, Missouri.  Both units are 
characterized by fine grained limestone and dark penecontemporaneous chert.  The only 
difference is that the alternating beds of chert and calcisiltite in the Reeds Spring Formation are 
relatively more persistent and have better developed planar bedding than the lower Boone further 





Figure 13: Persistent bedding of penecontemporaneous chert and dark grey limestone in the 
Reeds Spring Formation.  Dr. Walt Manger, Dr. Van Brahana, and Dr. Phil Hayes of the 
University of Arkansas at the Pineville, Missouri roadcuts along Highway 71 South (Paul Minor, 
2013). 
 
b. Elsey Formation 
The Elsey Formation applies to the cherty-limestone interval above the Reeds Spring 
Formation in southwestern Missouri.  Winslow (1894) initially referred to the unit as the “Grand 
Falls” chert after a locally restricted chert body that outcrops along Shoal Creek in Joplin, 
Missouri.  The Grand Falls Chert was considered a member of the Boone Formation or Reeds 
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Spring Formation until Robertson (1967) determined the “Grand Falls” chert interval could be 
observed in three recognizable formations.  He proposed the name Elsey for the entire chert- 
bearing limestone interval between the Reeds Spring and the Burlington Formation.  Robertson 
designated a type section for the Elsey in a road cut on the north side of Missouri Highway 248, 
a half-mile south of the bridge over Dry Creek (NW 1/4, NW 1/4, SE 1/4, Section 5, T 24 N, R 
24 W, Stone County, Missouri, Elsey Quadrangle).  The Elsey Formation lies conformably 
between the Reeds Spring Formation and the overlying Burlington-Keokuk Formation in 
southwestern Missouri.  The Elsey limestone, which averages 30 feet in thickness, shares an 
almost indistinguishable texture with the underlying Reeds Spring Formation.  At its northern 
most distribution, the Elsey merges into the Burlington interval through a loss of chert and a 
coarsening in the limestone texture (Thompson and Fellows, 1970).  To the south, the Elsey 
Formation is not recognized in the stratigraphic nomenclature of Arkansas.  
The Elsey Formation consists of alternating beds of chert and fine grained, light to 
medium-grey limestone.  Lenses of coarse, crinozoan detritus are common throughout the 
interval, but macrofossils are rare.  The grey to mottled white, chert nodules are constrained to 
12-18 inch undulating beds that are more persistent than the chert beds in the underlying Reeds 
Spring Formation (Thompson and Fellows, 1970).  The chert bodies contain abundant dark 
circular spots and irregular mottled regions and may contain spicules (Figure 14).  The chert 
appears to have replaced the limestone and seems to be tripolitic.     
Based on superposition and the character of chert, the Elsey’s lateral equivalent in 
northwest Arkansas is the tripolitized zone in the upper member of the Boone Formation.  The 
Reeds Spring interval and equivalent lower Boone in Arkansas are both positioned directly 
below zones of tripolitic chert (Figure 15).  Although these two similarities suggest equivalence, 
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the corresponding carbonate lithologies associated with this interval do not correlate well from 
outcrops in Pineville, Missouri to outcrops in Bella Vista, Arkansas. 
 
 
Figure 14: Close up of dark colored mottling on the chert content in the Elsey Formation. Chert 
nodules seem to be weathered into tripolite giving the interval a light cream to white color like 
the tripolitized zone associated with the upper member of the Boone Formation in Arkansas 





Figure 15: Tan colored Elsey Formation overlying the fine grained, grey Reeds Spring Formation 




c. Burlington-Keokuk Formation 
 
The Burlington and Keokuk were originally defined as two individual limestone 
formations.  Hall (1857) described the Burlington Limestone and designated a type section, 
which the Keokuk also shares, in the bluffs of the Mississippi River Valley at Burlington in Des 
Moines County, Iowa.  The lithological character of the Burlington and Keokuk limestones are 
difficult to differentiate in the type locality, as well as southern Missouri; therefore, the two 
limestone intervals are considered to be a single, undivided formation (Thompson and Fellows, 
1970).  The Burlington-Keokuk Formation crops out in northeastern Oklahoma and southeastern 
Missouri.  Both units are present in almost all major Lower Mississippian outcrops in Missouri, 
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where the entire interval’s average thickness tends to be about 100 feet or less (Thompson, 
1986).  Reference sections for the Burlington-Keokuk in southwestern Missouri include outcrops 
south of Lake Springfield along US Highway 65 and in the Brown Quarry near Springfield.  In 
Missouri, the Keokuk interval is unconformably overlain by the Chesterian Hindsville 
Limestone. 
The Burlington-Keokuk Formation consists of coarse grained, crinoidal limestone with 
isolated fine grained, calcisiltite lenses.  The Burlington interval tends to have a slightly finer 
texture than the overlying Keokuk interval.  Identification of the Keokuk interval is solely 
dependent upon the appearance of the Short Creek Member, a thin oolitic limestone found near 
the top of the Keokuk.  The later diagenetic chert in the Burlington-Keokuk favors horizons of 
fine grained limestone, which represent former bedding planes.  Ellipsoidal nodules of late 
diagenetic chert are irregularly distributed or found as discontinuous bands parallel to bedding 
planes, which weathers into tripolitic chert.  Abundant fossil fragments are observed within the 
chert. 
Although the character of the chert in the Burlington-Keokuk Formation resembles late 
diagenetic chert and tripolitic chert found in the upper Boone, the Burlington-Keokuk has a 
slightly coarser texture than the upper Boone in Arkansas (Figure 16).  The only other definitive 
characteristic that both localities share is the Short Creek Oolite Member near the top of each 
sequence.  The character of chert and the Short Creek Oolite suggest some equivalence with the 
upper Boone, but recognition of the Burlington-Keokuk lateral equivalent in Arkansas is 
problematic.  The depositional setting for the Burlington-Keokuk is more proximal to the 





Figure 16: The Burlington-Keokuk Formation, presumed upper member of the Boone Formation, 
near the top of the Osagean succession at the Lanagan exit on Highway 71 N in southwestern 
Missouri (Manger, 2012). 
 
d. Short Creek Oolite Member 
The stratigraphic nomenclatures of Arkansas and Missouri share one formally designated 
member called the Short Creek Oolite.  Smith and Siebenthal (1907) named the oolitic limestone 
after the Short Creek between the cities of Galena and Empire, Kansas.  The type section was 
designated just north of Sections 14 and 15, T. 34 S, R. 25 E, Cherokee County, Kansas, Baxter 
Springs Quadrangle.  In addition, southwestern Missouri has excellent exposures of the Short 
Creek and Keokuk limestone together located at the Brown Quarry at Springfield.  The Short 
Creek is sporadically distributed near the top of Osagean intervals in southeastern Kansas, 
southern Missouri, northeastern Oklahoma, and several exposures in northern Arkansas.  
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Typically, the Short Creek member occurs approximately 100-125 feet below the top of the 
Boone Formation (Lisle, 1983). 
The Short Creek Oolite occurs as one massive, homogenous bed of sand-sized ooliths 
ranging from 18 inches to 8 feet in thickness (Thompson, 1986).  The tan to grey oolitic beds are 
dense due to micritization (Liner, 1979).  Because the oolitic facies is included in deeper water 
lithologies, the Short Creek is considered to be transported from tidal flats on the shallow 
Burlington Shelf to down ramp environments found in southern Missouri and northern Arkansas 
(Lisle, 1983). Lack of cross-bedding in the unbedded Short Creek exposures reflects a grain flow 
deposit not an oolith shoal on a shallow shelf.  Recognition of the oolite facies helps differentiate 
the Keokuk interval from the Burlington interval in southern Missouri. None of the exposures of 
the Short Creek Oolite contain chert. 
 
VII. Lower Mississippian Sequence Stratigraphy 
 The relative rates of change in sea level and sedimentation generated by tectonic and 
eustatic cyclicity are well documented for the Lower Mississippian System.  Sloss (1963, 1982) 
proposed a series of named first and second order cycles to subdivide Paleozoic sedimentary 
section into a chronostratigraphic framework bounded by unconformities (Figure 17).  Each 
transgressive-regressive cycle is represented in sequence to reflect change in sedimentation rate 
and relative sea level in the carbonate ramp setting of the mid-continent.  Sea level fluctuations 
are readily observable in lithostratigraphy and are useful in correlating individual units with 
contrasting depositional settings (Ross and Ross, 1988).  Mississippian conodont assemblages 
generated by Thompson and Fellows (1970) provide biostratigraphic control for determining 
sequence boundaries in the Osagean.  
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Late Paleozoic Cyclicity 
 
Geologic Time                  Relative          Fourth      Third     Second        First         
       Scale                           Sea Level (meters)        Order       Order     Order          Order       
                                         -100   0     +100  +200              MFI 
 
 
Figure 17:  Late Paleozoic Cyclicity (modified from Lowell Waite, Pioneer Natural Resources, 
Dallas, Texas, 2002 version, compiled from various sources). Color Code: Pink hexagonal 
symbols = Maximum flooding intervals (MFI); Blue arrows = Transgressions; Red Arrows = 






The Lower Mississippian System represents a single depositional sequence bounded by 
type I erosional unconformities.   Beginning at the Devonian-Mississippian contact, the 
Kaskaskia II 2
nd
 order transgressive-regressive cycle encompasses the entire Mississippian and 
terminates in  the Late Chesterian.  Two 3
rd
 order transgressive-regressive sequences are 
superimposed on the Kaskaskia II 2
nd
 order cycle.  During the first 3
rd
 order transgression-
regression spanning the Kinderhookian-Osagean, the Kinderhookian Series represents 






 order cycles 
coinciding with the Early Osagean.  Subsequent highstand and regression endured for remainder 
of the Osagean Series, when relative sea levels, approximately 200 meters higher than the 
present, remained stable and covered a vast area of the southern mid-continent known as the 
Burlington Shelf.  The majority of the Osagean was dominated by steady regressive seas, but 
numerous finer scale sea level fluctuations are recorded in 4
th
 order depositional sequences 
during that time.  These rapid, sea level fluctuations associated with 4
th
 order cycles helped 
produce and transport sediment from the Burlington Shelf to deeper, down ramp environments 
during regression.  The carbonate ramp surrounding the Ozark Dome became shallower as sea 
level regressed, and subsequent lowstand exposed a majority of the Burlington Shelf in the Late 
Osagean.  Erosion during the lowstand interval created a regional erosional unconformity that 
exists at the Osagean-Chesterian contact.  That type I unconformity at the end of the 3
rd
 order 
sequence represents an eroded Meramecian section that is absent in most of the tri-state region. 
In terms of the stratigraphy, the St. Joe Limestone forms the base of the transgressive 
interval at the onset of the Kinderhookian-Osagean 3
rd
 order sequence.  The Kinderhookian-
Osagean contact is transitional with no evidence of a break in biostratigraphy or sequence 
boundary.  The St. Joe-Boone contact, marked by a transition from grain dominated to mud 
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dominated lithologies (Shelby, 1986), represents the peak of the transgressive phase.  In the 
Arkansas and Missouri, the maximum flooding surface is informally marked by a thin, 
calcareous shale called the “Wolfpen Gap” shale.  The lower member of the Boone Formation, 
comprised of fine grained calcisiltites associated with a deep, down ramp environments, 
represents the maximum flooding interval in the Early Osagean.  In addition, the lower Boone, 
and equivalent Reeds Spring Formation, lack the sedimentary structures and bedding features 
indicative of current or tidal flow.  The penecontemporaneous chert restricted to the lower Boone 
and Reeds Spring indicates formation near carbonate compensation depths during maximum 
flooding, as well (Manger and Shelby, 2000). 
The remainder of the Osagean Series is dominated by the Kinderhookian-Osagean 3
rd
 
order regressive interval.  The regressive phase marked a return to grain dominated lithologies in 
the upper member of the Boone Formation, or Burlington-Keokuk interval (Figure 18).  The 
emergence of the coarse grained lithologies during the Late Osagean is indicative that the Lower 
Mississippian System is a shallowing upward sequence.  The fine grained lower Boone 
associated with maximum flooding is superseded by the grain dominated upper Boone.  
Progradation and aggradation of the Burlington Shelf complemented by slow regression reflects 
carbonate deposition in shallow marine environments near effective wave-base.  Increased 
energy in the environment of deposition is evident in the presence of the Short Creek Oolite near 
the top of the Osagean sequence.  Carbonate detritus was transported toward accommodation 
space resulting in accumulation of a thick, sediment wedge down ramp.  Sea level continued to 
regress until prolonged lowstand generated a type I erosional unconformity and ended the 3rd 
order sequence at the top of the Osagean.  The unconformable relationship observed in Arkansas 
at the Osagean-Chesterian contact represents the Meramecian section that is absent from the 
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stratigraphic column.  Vail (1977) associates type I regional unconformities with basal 
conglomerate units, much like the Chesterian Hindsville-Batesville interval exhibits overlying 
the Osagean strata. 
 
 
Figure 18: View of the upper Boone crinozoan detritus deposited within effective wave base 
reflecting regression at the top of the Osagean succession (Dr. Xiangyang Xie, Department of 
Geosciences, University of Arkansas)  
 
VIII. Depositional Dynamics 
Identification of transgressive-regressive depositional sequences in the stratigraphy relies 
on the interpretation of depositional settings and relative facies changes (Ross and Ross, 1988).  
A south to north transect from Bella Vista, Arkansas to Pineville, Missouri encounters a change 
in facies from starved, outer shelf deposits to shallow ramp deposits.  In the Boone carbonate 
succession, fine grained, mud dominated calcisiltites are succeeded by  grain dominated, 
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crinoidal limestones.  Therefore, the Boone Formation is defined as a coarsening upward 
sequence reflecting 3
rd
 order transgression and regression.  Deep, outer shelf environments below 
effective wave-base could only be sustained by sediment transported from the adjacent 
Burlington Shelf within effective wave-base.  During highstand and regression, shallow shelf 
carbonates subject to pulses of high wave energy from storm activity were subsequently 
transported down ramp as debris flows to starved, outer shelf environments in a lobate manner.  
Cores from north-central Oklahoma exhibit characteristics of debris flows, in which unsorted 
fragments of limestone exist in a carbonate mud matrix (Figure 19; Rogers, 2001).   
 
 
Figure 19: Core included in Rogers’ (2001) study from north-central Oklahoma.  Cored intervals 




As sea level continued to regress in the Late Osagean, the starved, outer ramp 
environment was blanketed by a prograding carbonate shelf transporting sediment toward 
accommodation space to the south.  Similar progradational sequences are observed where the 
shallow Burlington Shelf sourced deeper water environments in the mid-continent.  Handford’s 
(2013) paleogeographic reconstruction represents the prototypical depositional dynamics 
encountered on the Burlington Shelf as it relates to the Boone carbonate succession (Figure 20).  
Lithology and chert composition within each interval ultimately reflects the initial position on 
the carbonate ramp. 
The Boone Formation and Reeds Spring, Elsey, and Burlington-Keokuk carbonate 
successions in Arkansas and Missouri reflect coeval, homotaxial coarsening upward sequences 
comprised of both deep and shallow water facies.  The deep water facies, represented by the 
lower Boone or Reeds Spring Formation, is composed of fine-grained wackestones, because only 
the carbonate muds from gravity flows could reach the deeper portions of the carbonate during 
highstand.  Thompson (1986) conodont study proved wackestones from the lower Boone and 
Reeds Spring Formation are stratigraphically equivalent.   The overlying progradational facies, 
made up of coarse grained calcisiltites, are designated the upper Boone or Burlington-Keokuk.
 
 
       
Figure 20: Early Osagean depositional model depicting individual Boone intervals positioned in their initial depositional settings on the 








The upper Boone, or Burlington-Keokuk Formation, acquired coarse, crinozoan detritus and less 
carbonate mud due to sea level shallowing during regression.  The Boone succession thickens to 
the south, inferring steady sediment production and transport toward accommodation space down 
ramp of the shallow Burlington Shelf.  Consistent sediment supply paired with sea level 
regression resulted in aggradation and thicker accumulations of sediment in the starved, outer 
ramp environment (Figures 21).  Near the top of the Boone carbonate succession, the Short 
Creek Oolite represents increased wave energy associated with shallow marine environments 
that endured late into the regressive phase.  The carbonate shelf was exposed at lowstand, and a 
period of non-deposition and erosion generated a regional unconformity at the present Osagean-
Chesterian contact. 
The subtle changes from fine grained facies to coarser textures are sometimes enough to 
differentiate one interval in the Boone from another in sequence, but the development of chert 
truly characterizes each facies.  Each type of chert is confined to an individual interval within the 
Boone.  Penecontemporaneous chert is limited to the carbonate mudstones in the lower Boone 
and Reeds Spring.  The upper Boone, Elsey, and Burlington-Keokuk intervals contain both later 





Figure 21: A) Kinderhookian-Early Osagean cross-section. Depositional model for lower 
member of the Boone Formation, Reeds Spring and Burlington-Keokuk Formations.  B) Late 
Osagean cross-section depicting thicker sequence of carbonates downramp. Depositional model 
for progradation and aggradation of upper member of the Boone, Elsey, and Burlington-Keokuk 
Formations (modified from Handford, 2013). 
 
IX. Development of Chert in the Boone Formation 
 The most obvious feature of the Boone Formation is the abundance of chert found 
throughout the vertical succession of carbonate lithologies.  In Pineville, Missouri and Bella 
Vista, Arkansas, chert occupies up to 60-70% of outcrop intervals.  Each type of chert is 
distinguished in outcrop and in hand sample based on its color, texture, hardness, and exclusive 
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relationship with certain facies within the carbonate succession. The development of chert is not 
only important to understand the diagenetic history of the Boone Formation, but it is also 
pertinent to exploration and reservoir development in the Mississippi Lime Play.   
 
A. Definitions of Penecontemporaneous, Later Diagenetic, and Tripolitic Chert 
 
Penecontemporaneous Chert 
 Penecontemporaneous chert is dark blue to black and dense, and it occurs as elongated 
nodules or anastomosing beds (Figure 22).  The chert bodies are typically non-fossiliferous and 
rimmed with a light grey to white calcitized rind due to carbonate replacement.  In addition, the 
nodules are highly fractured due to shrinking associated with the loss of water.  The fractures 
have been filled by calcite or chalcedony.  The nodular and anastomosing beds compose 
approximately 65-70% of the lower Boone exposures in Bella Vista, Arkansas and Pineville, 
Missouri.  At the Pineville outcrop, the penecontemporaneous beds are more persistent and 




Figure 22: Penecontemporaneous chert observed in the Reeds Spring Formation in southwestern 
Missouri. Dark black beds are chert, and lighter grey beds are limestone. This interval is 
interpreted to be the maximum flooding interval and would be equivalent to the lower member of 
the Boone Formation in Arkansas (Manger, 2012). 
 
Penecontemporaneous chert is exclusively associated with the carbonate mud-supported 
wackestones in the lower member of the Boone Formation and the equivalent Reed’s Spring 
Formation.   The lower Boone, or Reeds Spring interval, represents maximum flooding during 
the Early Osagean.   The maximum flooding interval would allow for a contemporaneous origin 
for the chert, which precipitates near carbonate compensation depths and the lysocline associated 
with deeper water environments.  Below the lysocline, the rate of carbonate dissolution is 
significantly increased.  The precipitation of silica and partial replacement of carbonate by silica 
occurred immediately below the sediment-water interface as a colloidal gel before the carbonate 
was completely lithified (Twenhofel, 1932).  Tarr (1926) rejected soft-sediment replacement by 
chert due to the inability of colloidal silica to diffuse through carbonate sediments; instead, he 
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believed that penecontemporaneous chert was a result of direct precipitation followed by burial.  
Evidence for this mode of formation is suggested by the disruption in the bedding surrounding 
the discontinuous, chert bodies.  Compaction phenomenon is exhibited by carbonate sediment 
enclosing or draping over the chert nodules.   
 
Later Diagenetic Chert 
 Later diagenetic chert is a light grey to white microcrystalline quartz that is soft and 
friable relative to the dense penecontemporaneous chert.  Later diagenetic chert is fossiliferous 
and sometimes spiculitic, because it replicates the original fabric of the limestone usually leaving 
crinozoan and bryozoan detritus unaltered.  Later diagenetic chert is exclusive to the grain 
dominated upper member of the Boone Formation and Burlington-Keokuk interval, and it can 
compose up to 60-70% of the exposures in Arkansas and Missouri.  The volume of later 
diagenetic chert is greatest in the upper Boone and the lower portions of the Burlington-Keokuk 
interval above the Elsey Formation. The interval progressively loses its chert content and 
becomes coarser grained upward and laterally to the north.  Clasts of later diagenetic chert are 
incorporated in the basal conglomerate of the transgressive Chesterian Hindsville/Batesville 
interval above the Osagean unconformity. 
The upper Boone and Burlington-Keokuk intervals reflect grain dominated lithologies 
deposited during highstand and regression in the Late Osagean.  Both intervals are composed 
predominantly by beds of coarse, crinoidal limestones separated by thin pulses of mud-supported 
lithologies.  This pattern reflects the episodic rates of high sediment production and transport to 
the starved outer shelf environment during highstand.  Later diagenetic chert appears to 
selectively replace the finer grained lithologies along original bedding planes.  It is interpreted 
that a groundwater plumbing network allowed for replacement carbonate with silica along 
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precise bedding planes.  The thinner beds of fine grained lithologies were more susceptible to 
replacement than beds of grain dominated lithologies.  As a result, the upper Boone and 
Burlington-Keokuk intervals both appear as alternating beds of chert and limestone. 
 
Tripolitic Chert 
Tripolitic chert gets its name from the ancient, North African locality in Tripoli, for 
deposits that are actually diatomaceous earth.  Today, tripolite is known to be mainly chalcedony 
derived from the alteration of chert or leaching and hydration highly siliceous limestones from 
which carbonate has been dissolved (Tarr, 1938).  In other words, tripolitic chert is weathered 
chert and limestone with little limestone remaining.  The tripolitized zone in the Boone 
Formation must have had a chert precursor (Mazzullo, 2010), and since the tripolitic chert is only 
observed in the upper member of the Boone Formation, that precursor chert was the later 
diagenetic type.  Some small amount carbonate still remains in the tripolitic interval, deeming the 
tripolite slightly calcitic.  The light grey to white, tripolitic chert is very light in weight due to 
high micro-porosity caused by the extensive leaching (Figure 23).  Typically, the tripolitic 
interval in the Boone is non-spiculitic, but there is one Osagean age locality in southeastern 





Figure 23:  Highly porous, tripolitic chert in the Upper Boone at the Bella Vista, Arkansas 
outcrop locality.  The low density and softness is a by-product of the extensive leaching.  The 
smaller the amount of carbonate content remaining in the chert, the more leached it is thought to 
be.  Jacob’s staff is five feet (Minor, 2012). 
 
B. Statement for Chert Development in the Boone Formation 
Chert development in the Lower Mississippian carbonate succession involves 
understanding the paragenetic sequence of silica in chert.  The silica that forms chert occurs in 
four forms: opal-A, opal CT, chalcedony, and microcrystalline quartz with opal-A being the least 
stable and microcrystalline quartz the most stable.  Initially, most chert occurs in the form of 
opal-A, an amorphous form of silica with 6-10% of its total weight being water.  All secondary 
forms are derived from the primary opal-A phase after dissolution and later precipitation.  The 
Deep Sea Drilling Project, conducted from 1968 to the present, produced data from cores of deep 
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sea sediments that support the diagenetic maturation sequence (in ascending order): opal-A 
(siliceous ooze), opal-CT (porcelanite), chalcedony (micro-fibrous quartz), and cryptocrystalline 
quartz (chert) (Kastner and others, 1977).  Tarr (1926) explains that the transformation is a result 
of increased temperature through time: hydrated opal-A transforms into opal-CT, and then into 
microcrystalline quartz or chalcedony through a loss of water in the molecule.  However, the rate 
of transformation varies depending on the compositions of the interstitial solutions and the host 
rock.  These variations in transformation rate indicate that temperature may not be the only 
control on chert composition.  The controls on tripolitic chert formation would help answer 
questions involving its origin and timing in the Boone Formation, but the controls on tripolite 
remain unclear. 
 
C. Timing of Tripolitic Chert Development in the Boone Formation 
 The exact timing of tripolitization in the Boone is unclear.  The tripolitized zone overlies 
the lower Boone member, or Reeds Spring, and is overlain by alternating beds of later diagenetic 
chert and limestone from the upper Boone, or Burlington-Keokuk. Later diagenetic chert 
development must pre-date the timing of tripolitic chert formation, because a chert precursor is 
necessary to form tripolite.  The timing of later diagenetic replacement of Boone carbonates must 
predate the Osagean-Chesterian unconformity, because the chert must be in place before it can 
be included in the chert breccia observed at the base of the Chesterian Hindsville-Batesville 
interval.  It is unclear whether the tripolitic chert formed from a single episode, or multiple 
episodes of diagenesis, but one can conclude that the diagenetic history of the chert in the Boone 
Formation occurred in two steps: carbonate replacement by later diagenetic chert, and leaching 
of the remaining carbonate (Rogers, 2001). 
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D. Origin of Tripolitic Chert in the Boone Formation 
Tripolitic chert is recognized as a highly porous, weathered chert and limestone.  The 
diagenetic alteration of the carbonate and a chert precursor suggests that tripolite formation 
occurs from either sub-aerial erosion on shelf edges or weathering-in-place during periods of 
lowstand (Rogers, 2001).   
Boardman, Mazzullo, and Wilhite (2010) believe sub-aerial exposure generated tripolitic 
chert in the Boone outcrops.  In order for this model to apply to the tripolitized interval in the 
upper Boone, or Elsey Formation, a regional unconformity must occur at the boundary between 
the tripolitic interval and the overlying later diagenetic chert and limestone.  However, the 
contact between the tripolitic interval and the overlying later diagenetic chert is gradational with 
variable amounts of limestone with similar lithology still remaining in the tripolite (Figure 11 
and 15).  No breaks in lithology or faunal assemblage have ever been recorded for this particular 
contact in Missouri or Arkansas (Thompson and Fellows, 1970).  Finally, an unconformity at this 
position in the carbonate succession is not likely to fit in with the sequence stratigraphy.  The 
upper Boone and Elsey represent the initial period of highstand immediately following the lower 
Boone, or Reeds Spring, which represents a maximum flooding interval.  The carbonate ramp 
could not be exposed in that short amount of time while submerged under the deepest sea levels 
during the Osagean.  This model may apply to chert associated with the unconformity at the 
Mississippian-Pennsylvanian contact in north-central Oklahoma and southern Kansas along the 
Nemaha Ridge (Rogers, 2001). 
Application of Knauth’s (1979) groundwater model provides an explanation for the 
weathered-in-place theory for the origin of tripolitic chert in the Boone.  Figure 24 depicts a zone 
of tripolitization perched above offshore marine sediments, much like the tripolitized interval in 
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the Boone lies above the carbonate mudstones of the lower Boone, Reeds Spring.  The placement 
of Knauth’s (1979) “zone of chertification” was substituted with a zone of tripolitization in order 
to apply the model to the Boone outcrops.  Figure 24 depicts shelf sediments prograding over 
offshore sediments, in which relative permeability and porosity differences of each facies 
perches the meteoric water infiltrating through the shelf sediments. That perched zone, referred 
to as the zone of tripolitization, leaches the prograding carbonate sequence over an extended 
period of time.   
When applying the corresponding Boone lithologies to this model, the carbonate 
mudstones of the lower Boone, or Reeds Spring, represent the offshore sediments deposited 
during maximum flooding.  Likewise, the upper member of the Boone, or Burlington-Keokuk, 
represents the prograding coarse grained, shelf sediments.  The tripolitized interval overlies the 
low porosity, low permeability lower Boone or Reeds Spring, just like in the Bella Vista and 
Pineville outcrops.  Meteoric waters, with a low pH and undersaturated with respect to calcite, 
perched on the low permeability offshore sediments and leached the carbonate in the lower 
portion of the upper Boone.  The Knauth (1979) groundwater model applied to tripolitic chert 
development in the Boone helps explain why the upper Boone appears to be tripolitized from the 
bottom-up (Figure 25).  Knauth’s (1979) perched zone can extend inland for several kilometers 
and cover an area of several thousand square kilometers depending on topography and the extent 
of the underlying impermeable offshore marine sediments.  Tripolitic chert is absent down ramp, 
or south of Bella Vista, Arkansas, because deeper ramp conditions were not susceptible to 






Figure 24: Zone of tripolitization occurs in the lower portion of the prograding sediment wedge 
directly above the lower Boone offshore, marine mudstones.  Meteoric water infiltrating the 
carbonate succession is perched on low permeable, low porosity offshore marine sediments and 





Figure 25: Tripolitization in the Elsey (tan) directly above the Reeds Spring (dark grey).  Highly 
leached tripolite occurs from the bottom-up.  Photo from Pineville, Missouri outcrop (Paul 
Minor, 2013). 
 
X. Tripolitic Chert Analyses 
A. Field Methodology 
Twenty-two samples of later diagenetic and tripolitic chert were collected from roadcut 
exposures along Highway 71 North in Bella Vista, Arkansas and Pineville, Missouri (Figure 26).  
Twelve samples were collected from each locality from the upper member of the Boone 
Formation and the Elsey Formation, respectively.  Samples collected from outcrops in Bella 
Vista, Arkansas are labeled BV 1-10 and samples taken from Pineville, Missouri are labeled P 1-
12.  Sampling locations were marked on the exposures with dots of red paint on the exposures 
for reference.  Locations of the reference points were recorded with a GPS, and latitude and 
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longitude coordinates of each sampling location are listed in Table 1.  Field observations 
included chert identification within the carbonate succession and correlation of chert beds from 
one outcrop locality to the other.   Measurements of chert nodules and carbonate bedding 




Figure 26: Reference maps with highway and satellite imagery covering the tri-state region of 
Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Missouri.  Boone outcrop localities in Bella Vista, AR and Pineville, 







B. Laboratory Methodology 
 
1. Eleven of the twenty-two chert samples collected in the field were cut into petrographic 
thin sections and impregnated with blue epoxy.  Each thin section was described under a 
petrographic microscope using plane and polarized light.  Descriptions included major 
allochemical constituents, matrix material, porosity values, and textures of chert or silica content.  
Photomicrographs of the thin section samples were captured to illustrate the features in the chert 
samples and the relationships that the chert content shares with the remaining carbonate material. 
 
2. Statement for Chert Development in the Boone Formation 
Seven of the eleven chert samples included in the petrographic analysis were observed using 
a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).  Photomicrographs at Nano scale captured with the 
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SEM illustrate the textures of the chert content, microporosity, and the relationships chert shares 
with the surrounding carbonate material.  Geochemical analyses were also conducted in the SEM 
lab utilizing the Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) attachment.  EDX analyses determined the 
major elemental composition of the chert and other constituents.   In order to acquire quality 
images with the SEM, each chert sample was coated with gold to assist in the transferring the 
electron current from the SEM beam through the mount. 
 
3. The eleven companion samples of those analyzed under petrographic microscope were 
also etched in an acid bath.  The later diagenetic and tripolitic chert samples was decalcitized in 
order to determine the carbonate weight percent remaining in each sample.  Decalcitization 
involves dissolving the remaining carbonate volume within the chert with highly acidic solution, 
and then comparing the initial mass to the remaining mass after the experiment.  The acid bath 
technique was conducted on a gas bench, which allows for the continuous detection of isotope 
ratios.  In order to receive accurate results, the chert samples were properly prepared.  To 
maximize the surface area for dissolution, each sample was crushed into silt-sized grains with a 
stone and mortar.  Then, the pulverized chert samples were individually loaded into plastic vials 
and dried in an oven at 50ºC for four days to evaporate any moisture in the sample.  Once the 
vials were removed from the oven, they were capped immediately to prevent the material from 
absorbing any moisture.  
Each dried sample was weighed on a Sartorius SC-2 microbalance in an aluminum boat 
with a target weight of 150-300 ± 20 μg.  Each sample then was transferred quantitatively to a 
clean and dried glass vessel and capped with a rubber septum. The rubber septum retains an 
airtight seal after being punctured with a needle.  Aliqots, which are different kinds of reference 
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materials interspaced among the sample set, serve as controls to insure carbon and oxygen 
isotope ratios on the gas bench fall within an accepted range (0.1 and 0.2 per mill for _13C and 
_18O, respectively); if not, additional aliquots were analyzed.  The sample set, consisting of 
eleven vessels containing calcium carbonate and chert, placed one aliqot per three samples. The 
weights of reference materials were in the same range as that of the samples.  
Each vial was injected with helium to purge the containers of any remaining oxygen.  
Then, five to six drops (0.2 ml) of 1.906 g/cc phosphoric acid were added to the vials via a 
gastight syringe. Care was taken to keep the septum acid free.  The samples were left to react 
with the acid for 24 hours and the resulting gases were analyzed on the gas bench for carbonate 
isotopic response.  The gas bench measures the response of CO² coming from the reaction of the 
phosphoric acid with the carbonate (H³PO⁴ + CO³ = CO²) in each sample. A calibration curve 
built from carefully weighed standards generates a regression from the instrument response.  
That relationship was then applied to each sample and yields the amount of the carbonate in 
place.  By calculating the ratio of the response to the initial mass in each sample carbonate 
weight percent was determined. 
 
XI. Results 
A. Chert Petrography 
Samples of later diagenetic and tripolitic chert were described under petrographic 
microscopes.  Only eleven of the twenty-two samples were cut for petrographic thin sections.  Of 
the eleven chosen for thins section, five were from Bella Vista and six were from Pineville.  Thin 
section photomicrographs include samples represented under plane light (PL) and crossed 
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polarized light (XPL).  Each photomicrograph occurs at a magnification of 2.5x unless otherwise 
labeled 10x. 
 
BV-3; Later Diagenetic Chert 
 
 
Figure 26: A and B) PL- Epoxy (light blue) representing voids, or porosity in the sample due to 
dissolution or leaching of carbonate material in tan/brown.  Microcrystalline quartz (white) with 
black residue seen rimming the voids in the rock sealing up pockets of porosity. C and D) XPL- 
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BV- 4; Tripolitic Chert 
 
 
Figure 27: A) PL- Porosity in light blue (thin section epoxy) associated with dissolution of 
carbonate detritus (tan) that dominates carbonates of the Boone Formation.  B) PL- Micro-porous 
chert (white) replacing carbonate fabric (tan). C and D) PL/XPL- Microcrystalline quartz crystals 
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BV-6; Tripolitic Chert 
 
 
Figure 28: A & B) PL/XPL- Highly leached zone. Note change in porosity (light blue) from 
bottom-right to top-left. C& D) PL/XPL- Highly leached zones associated with natural fracture 
system.  Note Frame D where carbonate detritus (tan) has been replaced in vicinity of fracture 
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Figure 29: A and C) PL- Black residue fringing areas of concentrated microcrystalline quartz 
(white).  Note the black content is not located in areas of micro-porous chert in light blue. B and 
D) XPL- Same fields of view (left to right), noting the coarser texture of the microcrystalline 
quartz.  Microcrystalline quartz most likely fills in large voids.  Note the small amount of 
carbonate material (tan) left in the sample, and the noticeable black residue fringing the 
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Figure 30: A) PL- Highly leached zone buffering micro fracture system.  Note black residue 
fringing the leached zones, almost lining the migration pathways. B) PL- Close-up view of 
Frame A and the black residue lining the migration pathway; instead, the black residue is 
concentrated on coarser material of carbonate and/or chert. C and D) PL/XPL- Macroscopic 
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P-1; Later Diagenetic Chert 
Figure 31: A and B) PL/XPL- Micro-porous chert replaced all of the carbonate around the 
crinoid grain in the center representing how tripolitic chert selectively replaces the finer grained 
carbonate material first.  C and D) PL/XPL- Micro fracture filled in with microcrystalline quartz, 
and note no leached zone associated with this plugged fracture.  E and F) PL/XPL- Silicification 
front observed at the bottom of both frames.  Fringe of micro-crystalline quartz on the brink of 
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P-4; Tripolitic Chert 
  
 
Figure 32: A and B) PL/XPL- Highly leached zone with high porosity.  XPL shows that high 
porosity samples are still primarily silicified with chert in the form of microcrystalline quartz. C 
and D) PPL/XPL- Leached zones associate with fracture system.  Black residue fringes 
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P-6; Tripolitic Chert 
 
 
Figure 33: A and B) PL/XPL- Resistant crinoid grain in a highly leached zone of tripolitic chert.  
XPL clearly shows how the black residue favors attaching to the coarse carbonate material.  C) 
(PPL) Leached zone associated with fracture system.  Chert replacement along the fracture has 
spread to the inner portion of the sample.  Black residue fringing the migration pathway and 
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P-7; Later Diagenetic Chert 
 
 
Figure 34: A and B) PL/XPL- Although the A frame appears to be predominantly carbonate 
(tan), the B Frame reveals much more micro-porous chert and microcrystalline quartz.  C) XPL- 
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P-9; Later Diagenetic Chert 
  
 
Figure 35: A and B) PL/XPL- Highly leached tripolitic chert. C and D) PL/XPL- Small amount 
of carbonate (algal frond)  left to replace; almost entirely micro-porous chert. E and F) PL/XPL- 
Micro-porous chert replacing carbonate from the outside-in, leaving the coarse carbonate grains 
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Figure 36: A and B) PL/XPL- Highly leached and porous sample. Fine grained carbonate is 
almost entirely micro-porous chert now.  C and D) PL/XPL- Coarser area of more resistant 
carbonate detritus.  The chert replacement clearly prefers the fine grained in Frame A and B 
before frame C and D.  
 
Thin sections revealed that the later diagenetic and tripolitic chert samples the Bella Vista 
and Pineville localities are dominated by fine-grained, wackestone facies with variable 
occurrences of macrofossils.  The very little evidence for spicules existing in the samples occurs 
as external molds of needle-like shapes.  Chert samples from Pineville were fine-grained, but the 
amount of crinozoan detritus is more abundant than in the samples from Bella Vista.   Silt-sized 
carbonate detritus is dominant with micro-porous chert forming the matrix material.  Although 
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remains consistent, because of the random distribution of voids in the samples.  The highly 
leached zones yield higher porosities and are composed primarily of micro-porous chert and very 
little carbonate detritus.  The black residue, probably bitumen, was observed in every sample.  It 
was not observed in any highly leached, porous zones; instead, the black residue is present in 
micro fractures, on the fringe of leached zones, and on the fringe of microcrystalline quartz 
crystals that is void filling on primary porosity. 
 
B. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Microscopy 
A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was utilized to observe chert textures of the later 
diagenetic and tripolitic chert at Nano scale.  The texture of each chert type sheds insight on the 
origin and timing of the tripolitic chert.  Only seven of the twenty-four samples collected from 
roadcuts were analyzed under the SEM.  Two of the seven selected SEM samples were not 
etched in the decalcitization method  in order to observe the natural texture of the chert and 
carbonate.  The other five samples were etched.  One additional sample including both limestone 
and chert was analyzed for possible silicification fronts.  Overall, four samples from both Bella 
Vista and Pineville localities were chosen. 
 An SEM attachment, called Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX), was utilized to acquire the 
major elemental composition of the chert replacing the carbonate in the Boone.  It is noted that 
every chert sample was required to be coated with gold (Au) in order to acquire the highest 




BV-4; Tripolitic Chert 
 
Figure 37: A, B and C) Dual chert texture observed in Boone carbonates.  Microcrystalline 
quartz appear with smaller spheres micro-porous chert.  D) Remnant calcite crystals being 






BV-6; Tripolitic Chert (non-etched sample) 
 
Figure 38: A, B and C) Macroscopic crystals of calcite remain in a sample that has not been 
decalcitized in an acid bath.  Calcite is being replaced by micro-porous chert and 






BV-10; Tripolitic Chert 
 
Figure 39: A) Typical example of the dual textures of chert in the tripolitized zone of the Boone 
Formation.  High microporosity available in highly leached zones of friable tripolitic chert. B) 







P-1; Later Diagenetic Chert 
 
Figure 40: A) Close-up of microcrystalline quartz with the small amount of micro-porous chert. 
B)  Replacement texture enclosing quartz druse. C)  Micro-porous chert precipitation 







P-7; Later Diagenetic Chert 
 
Figure 41: A) Micro-porous texture of replacement chert in the Elsey Formation. Chert replacing 
most resistant carbonate material last. B) Microcrystalline quartz filling in voids. C) 
Replacement texture precipitating in subtle depressions within the fabric of the rock. D)  Calcite 
crystal being replaced. E) Strange stylolite-esque feature preserved on carbonate material.  F) 








Silicification Front, Limestone and Chert; Pineville locality (non-etched) 
 
Figure 42: A) Smooth carbonate surface fringed by replacement texture on all sides. B) Close-up 
of frame A and the fringe of micro-porous chert. C) Macroscale carbonate grain almost fully 












P-9; Later Diagenetic Chert (non-etched sample) 
 
Figure 43: A) Microcrystalline quartz texture filling in voids. B) Close-up of  microcrystalline 
quartz texture. C) Micro-porous chert texture replacing carbonate. D) Close-up of botryoidal 
micro-porous chert.  Majority of silica spheres not grounded to any noticeble surface.  E and F) 








C. EDX Analyses 
EDX analysis was utilized to differentiate calcite from silica in the grey scale.  Secondly, 
the two textures of silica were found to have the composition.  Macroscopic calcite crystals still 
remained in the un-etched samples (Figure 46), whereas the etched samples had little calcite 
remaining to show the true distribution of the replacement texture (Figure 47) 
 
           
Figure 44: EDX Analysis of BV-6 - Tripolitic Chert: (top left) field of view, (top right) major 
elemental signatures in field of view, (bottom left) distribution of four major elements in field of 
view, (bottom right) combined distribution of four major elements to differentiate between 





     
Figure 47: EDX Analysis of P-9 – Later Diagenetic Chert: (top left) field of view, (top right) 
major elemental signatures in field of view, (bottom left) distribution of four major elements in 
field of view, (bottom right) combined distribution of four major elements displaying primarily 
silica (blue). 
 
4. Decalcitization Method 
Table 2 lists the samples tested for carbonate weight percent.  Both later diagenetic chert 
and tripolitic chert have variable amounts of carbonate remaining in the intervals from Missouri 
and Arkansas.  The carbonate weight percents listed in red are calculated from the % CO3 read 
on the gas bench at the time of measurement.  The samples labeled 22 or 23 are aliquots used for 
calibration purposes.  The average weight percent of carbonate in samples from Bella Vista is 
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6%; whereas, the average for samples from Pineville is 18%.  The average carbonate weight 




XII. Conclusions on Tripolitic Chert in the Boone Formation 
The decalcitization technique and EDX analyses determined that the small amount of 
carbonate remaining in both later diagenetic chert and tripolitic chert is a control for tripolite 
formation.  Since tripolitization is defined by extensive leaching of both chert and limestone, 
carbonate material must exist in the rock in order for tripolitic chert to develop.  These results 
confirm Roger’s (2001) conclusions that sufficient calcite had to be present after carbonate 
replacement by chert so leaching could create the secondary porosity associated with good 
subsurface reservoir intervals in north-central Oklahoma.  Furthermore, this dependence on 
remnant carbonate material confines tripolitic chert to the upper portion of the Lower 
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Mississippian carbonate succession in northwest Arkansas and southern Missouri.  There is no 
tripolitization in the lower portion, like the lower Boone or Reeds Spring, because 
penecontemporaneous chert is not calcitic (Johnson, 2013). 
Groundwater movement through the tripolitic interval was most likely responsible for 
multiple diagenetic events, like preferential leaching of finer-grained carbonate detritus along 
micro fractures as well as void filling microcrystalline quartz.  Groundwater in the Boone would 
also explain the appearance of the black residue, probably bitumen, fringing the leached zones 
and micro fractures in the highly porous chert.  If the Lower Mississippian Boone was once a 
reservoir charged with hydrocarbons, oily liquids would migrate through the same secondary 
porosity created by tripolitization.  Furthermore, a groundwater phenomenon associated with the 
modified Knauth (1979) model explains the origin of tripolitization in the Boone and the vertical 
and lateral extent of tripolitic chert in the Boone Formation and equivalent intervals. 
Evidence for two textures of silica observed in both petrographic thin sections and SEM 
images provide insight on the timing of chert development in the Boone Formation.  The 
presence of two textures implies the Boone carbonate succession was an open system and 
experienced multiple diagenetic events.  The microcrystalline chert represents a void-filling 
texture that filled in areas of primary porosity where no carbonate material existed.  Conversely, 
the micro-porous chert represents a replacement texture on a molecule by molecule scale with 
prolonged exposure to groundwater undersaturated with respect to calcite.  These textures are not 
directly associated with tripolitic chert, since tripolite development only demands dissolution of 





XIII. Implications of Tripolitic Chert in Subsurface Reservoirs 
The conclusions on tripolitic chert development in the Boone Formation carry major implications 
as surface analogs for the subsurface reservoir intervals in the Mississippi Lime Play.  Defining 
the extent of tripolitization in Osagean equivalent intervals in the mid-continent is important.  
Recent production from horizontal wells in the Mississippi Lime Play portrays increased EUR 
values that are concentrated in the upper portion of the reservoirs.  These high EUR values 
probably reflect high secondary porosity in tripolitized intervals.  When encountered in the 
subsurface, the zone of tripolitization should exhibit highly leached limestone and chert yielding 
low density and high porosity values needed for a quality reservoir.  However, high porosity can 
make completion techniques complicated in horizontal wells. A heavy fracture treatment can 
damage secondary porosity and cause an increase in water production. 
   The same principles for the timing and origin of tripolitic chert in the Boone can be 
applied across the mid-continent where similar Lower Mississippian carbonate intervals exist.  
Based on the presence of carbonate as a control for tripolitic chert development in the Boone, 
tripolitic chert cannot develop in any maximum flooding interval, because the only chert to form 
at carbonate compensation depths is the penecontemporaneous type associated with dense, tight 
carbonate mudstones of lesser reservoir quality.  The probability of a highly leached tripolitic 
interval is more likely to appear near the top of coarsening upward sequences associated with 
highstand and regression on structural highs and shelf edges.  
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